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க�வ� அ�� அல��ேத�� -1 (PART-2)
10th Standard

Science / அறிவ�ய�

Heredity and Evolution (B)

Total Mark : 50

Multiple Choice Question

Fill in the blanks

2 Mark Questions

5 x 1 = 5

Mendel observed 7 pairs of contrasting characters in pisum sativum. Which one of the following is not a part of

that?

(a) Tall and dwarf  (b) Yellow and green seed colour   (c) Terminal and axial flower 

(d) Smooth and rough stem

Primitive man evolved in ____________

(a) Africa   (b) America  (c) Australia  (d) India

Which of the follwing is inheritable?

(a) An altered gene in sperm   (b) An altered gene in liver cells   (c) An altered gene in skin cells 

(d) An altered gene in udder cells 

The theory of Natural Selection was proposed by ___________

(a) Charles Darwin   (b) Hugo de vries  (c) Gregor Johann Mendel  (d) Jean Baptise Lamarck

Somatic gene therapy causes______________

(a) Changes in sperm  (b) Changes in progeny  (c) Changes in body cell  (d) Changes in ovum 

5 x 1 = 5

The inheritance of characteristics through generations is called ___________.

Mendel observed variations in the characteristics of ______________ plant.

______________ factors form the physical basis for inheritance of characters.

Homo habilis were mostly __________ eaters.

The Hairy bodied Gorilla and Chimpanzees like hominids lived ____________ years ago.

20 x 2 = 40

Mendel has observed Tallness as a dominant character in the garden pea plant.Similarly,tongue rolling is a

dominant character in man.In a group of 60 students,45 can roll their tongue and 15 are non-rollers. i)In the

above context,calculate the percentage of dominant and recessive characters.
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The inheritable characters vary in di�erent species and within the same species.Name the variation in the

following cases. The eye colour among the human beings are varied as blue,black,brown,green,etc. i)This is

called as ________ variation. The dentition in the rabbit and the elephant are not the same. ii)This is called as

_________ variation.

Sexually reproducing organisms produce o�spring with marked,significant and visible variation. Asexually

reproducing o�spring show minor variations. i) Do you agree with the above statements? ii)Amoung the

following organisms point out the asexually reproducing organism. (Cockroach,Euglena,Earthworm and Bird)

Here are certain important hereditary jargons. Fill in the blanks by choosing a suitable one from the list given.

(allele,variation,speciation,gene,allelomorphs) i)_________ are the factors which form the physical basis of

inheritance. ii)_________ is the alternate forms of the same gene. iii)________ are the expressions of

contrasting pair of alleles.

A change that a�ects the body cell is not inherited.However, a change in the gamete is inherited. The e�ects of

radiation at Hiroshima have been a�ecting generations. Analyze the above statements and give your

interpretation.

Sequentially arrange the di�erent species of man from primitive to modern man. (Neanderthal man,Homo

habilis,Homo erectus,Homo sapiens)

Bio-technology, the modern science in biology, has helped in producing di�erent types of products.One of the

following groups does not have a product of bio-technology. Pick out and give reasons. i)Enzymes,organic

acids,steroids,vaccines ii)Vaccines,enzymes,antibiotics,inorganic acids

iii)Antibiotics,hormones,steroids,vaccines iv)Steroids,enzymes,antibodies,vaccines.

What do you mean by phenotype and genotype of an individual? Explain.

What are variations? Mention their types.

Who proposed the theory of Natural Selection? Mention the two principles of this theory.

What are monoclonal antibodies?Mention its use

What is a clone? In what way is the cloning technique useful in the field of veterinary science?

In dogs, the barking trait is dominant over the silent trait. Using Punnet Square,work out the possible puppies

born to two barking parents with genotype (Rr).

In Dr.lan Wilmut's cloning experiment,did the new born 'Dolly' resemble the udder cell donor Dorset white

sheep or the surrogate mother sheep? Give reasons.

The excessive use of pesticides has only resulted in the occurrence of more resistant varieties of pests rather

than their complete eradication.How can you link this with Darwin's theory of Natural selection and

Evolution?

The first clinical gene therapy was given in 1990 to a four year old girl su�ering from Adenosine Deaminase

Deficiency(ADA).Could you suggest a possible cure for such a disorder with the knowledge of gene therapy and

its types?

Find the unmatched pairs:

Nif genes Nitrogen Fixation

tt Alleles

Bio-chips Biological computer manufacturing

InterferonAntiproteins of Bacteria

stem cells Unspecialised mass of cells
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